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Today’s
Black Swan Events Change Existing Paradigms

The COVID pandemic was the catalyst that disrupted the global supply chain in unexpected secondary
and tertiary ways that will ultimately change the trajectory of today’s traditional fleet model.

The Secondary and Tertiary Effects of a Black Swan Event

• The cue ball is the Black Swan
catalyst — representing a
seminal event — that upon
crashing into a racked set of
balls triggers not only the initial
reaction, but numerous
unanticipated secondary and
tertiary reactions.
• The unanticipated dynamics of
balls deflecting off other
careening balls, ultimately
changing all of their
trajectories.

Historical Comparisons:

2022 Fleet Reality vs. 2017 Fleet Reality

• Fleet Acquisition Trends & Product Availability Constraints
• Inflationary Cost Trends for Fixed and Variable Expenses
• Remarketing Trends Influencing the Used-Vehicle Market
• Emergence of Parallel Fleet Asset Segments – ICE And EV – and
the forthcoming disruption of automotive supplier segment.
Speculation about Future Fleet Realities:
• Forecast of Short-Term Fleet Trends – 2023-2024
• Forecast of Long-Term Fleet Trends – 2025-2030

Early Black Swan Impact:

Unprecedented Microchip Shortage
The temporary closure of all North
American assembly plants from
March to May 2020 caused auto OEMs
to postpone microchip orders .
The shelter at home mandates to
inhibit COVID-19 spread stimulated
increased demand for home
electronics.
Capacity from postponement of
microchips orders from automotive
OEMs was reallocated to consumer
electronics companies, who were
increasing microchip orders.
When automotive assembly plants
reopened and automotive microchips
order recommenced, the
semiconductor industry was unable to
increases capacity to meet needs of
both the consumer electronics and
automotive industries.

Secondary Impact
Vehicle Availability Constraints
The unpredictability of microprocessor availably disruted
automotive on a global basis. Order banks closed early and some
accepted orders were later cancelled and shifted to the next
model year ordering.
This created huge pent-up demand that carried over to the next
model year further compounding the constraints on vehicle
availability,
Large pent-up demand quickly sold out fleet allocations resulting
in early order cutoffs.
To bring order to this ordering free-for-all, most OEMs have
adopted controlled allocation system. Allocations typically are
below what a fleet needs.
Dealer inventory is extremely tight with OEMs under pressure
from their dealer body to increase vehicle allocation to them.
Order-to-delivery times have increased with turnaround of
product at upfitters who had staffing shortages and parts
constraints.
Concern that product availability constraints will continue into
the 2023 model-year.

Pent-up demand of cancelled or non-accept fleet vehicle orders
will take several years to ultimately reach equilibrium.

Tertiary Impact

Difficulty Sourcing New Vehicles is Extending Service Lives
Service lives of existing vehicles is
increasing due to delayed
acquisition of replacement vehicle.
Older, higher-mileage units are
more prone to unscheduled
maintenance and greater wear-andtear.
Higher frequency of repairs and
higher per incident maintenance
expenses for major components
such as engines and transmissions.
Higher miles creates the need for
new seat of tires and brakes.
Safety issues increase as vehicle
service lives are extended.

Tertiary Impact:

Ongoing Parts Shortage & Forthcoming Supplier Disruption
 Parts shortages and component constraints
have been occurring over the past two years.
 When parts are on back order, it is
lengthening fleet vehicle downtime,
reducing driver productivity, and
consequently increasing overall fleet
maintenance costs.
 Repair of accident-damage repairs often
require the replacement of entire assemblies,
which are in short supply, especially that
include embedded mircochips.
 Component shortages have triggered prices
increases for individual parts – on average -up to 20% to 30% and in some cases, the
price of certain parts have actually doubled.
 The development of a two-tiered fleet asset
market divided by EV and ICE models will
disrupt the automotive supplier base.

OEMs Shift to Controlled Allocation Ordering System
• OEMs are limiting the number of
fleet vehicles a company can order
based on various criteria such as
past order volume in past 3 years.
• All classes of vehicles are under an
controlled allocation system.
• Allocation so tight that most
OEMs are not adding new
customers.
• In 2023, on average, fleets should
expect to receive 50% of the
vehicles they need, which will be
an improvement over 2022.

Upward Pressure on Fleet Costs
Fleet costs decreased in 2020 due to
the economic lockdowns.
In CY-2021 and CY-2022, there have
been across-the-board increases.
Fuel costs have hit record highs.
Tire cost up 3-10% due to higher
commodity prices.
PM costs are up due to extended
service lives and more fleet vehicles
requiring synthetic motor oils.
Unscheduled maintenance up 3% due
to extended service lives and higher
part prices. Ongoing shortage of spare
parts on back order increasing vehicle
downtime.

Inflationary Cost Pressures
• Inflation hits a 40-year high.
• Interest rates are increasing.
• Higher capitalized cost for
fleet vehicles as MSRP
increases and incentives
decline.
• Inflationary pressures on
commodities are causing the
cost of materials for many
fleet products to increase.
• Unpredictable and upward
pricing pressures is creating
difficulties in creating a fleet
budget.

Trucks are Driving Growth in the Commercial Fleet Market
Strong demand for light- and
medium-duty trucks in both the
fleet and retail markets.
Strong retail demand for trucks has
reduced truck production
allocation for fleets lengthening
OTD.
High order volume of trucks and
vans is creating a backlog at
upfitters delaying deliveries.
Upfitters are operating at capacity.
Tight labor market, especially for
skilled labor, is inhibiting capacity
expansion at upfitters.
Vocational trucks vulnerable to
OTD delays because fleet orders are
concentrated among a handful of
models with limited secondary
choices.
Resale values for vocational trucks
and vans remains extremely high.

Compact Van Availability to Decrease

Almost all OEMs are exiting the compact van
market, which is causing concern among
fleets.
Anticipate higher acquisition costs, and
higher fuel expenditures.
Larger van to be more difficult to park in
urban areas and may not have access to
parking structures with height restrictions .
A larger van counter sustainability initiatives
by emitting more emissions.
Currently there are no EV compact vans.
It is more expensive to haul smaller loads
using a full-size van vs. compact van.
Compact vans tend to have less depreciation
than full-size vans.

Forthcoming Higher Depreciation Hit for Used Fleet Vehicles
Resale prices in the wholesale market
continue to be very strong.
Resale values were so strong that used
vehicles were actually appreciating in valuec
Companies selling used vehicles for more
than what they paid for them new.
Full-size pickup trucks are experiencing the
lowest depreciation of all vehicle segments.
Resale values of full-size vans are strong.
Ongoing strong demand for used vocational
vehicles in good condition in the secondary
market.
Resale values for compact crossovers remain
strong. What sells good new, sells good used.
If the new vehicles of today are the used
vehicles of tomorrow, the anticipation is that
used-vehicle inventory will remain tight
increasing upward pricing pressures on
used-vehicle values.

Transition to EV and Alt-Fuel Fleets
EV-100 Pledge. This is an commitment
among 103 member companies to switch
their fleets to EVs and/or install charging
for staff and/or customers by 2030.
50 major corporations have announced
that they will be carbon neutral by 2040,
such as Wal-Mart, Amazon, FedEx,
Unilever, Coca-Cola, Johnson Controls,
etc.
The product pipeline for most OEMs
include a growing number of vocational
EVs to include in their product portfolios.
Use in real-world fleet applications with
actual payloads creates range
degradation concerns with some fleets.
To create a successful transition to EVs,
there must be a viable used-vehicle
market for EVs that are affordable to
lower income consumers, who are the
traditional buyers of used fleet vehicles.

Safety Trends: Distracted Driving is Not Abating
Ongoing uptick in preventable accidents.
Driver distraction has become the
primary cause of preventable accidents.
Drivers are multi-tasking while driving
due to increased workload caused by
staff cutbacks.
Growing management concern about
increased corporate liability exposure.
Greater availability of Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems promises to put
downward pressure on the incident of
preventable accidents.
Growing concerns of driver impairment
using recreational marijuana during
personal use. This concern is growing as
more states look to decriminalize
marijuana use.

Short-Term Forecast:
Fleet Trends in CY-2023 – 2024

Near-Term Forecast CY-2023 to CY 2024
Supply constraints to continue throughout the 2023 calendaryear, most likely longer
Much pent-up demand will result in strong fleet ordering for
the balance of CY-2022 and through CY-2023.
Supply vs. demand imbalance to continue into CY-2023 and
most likely beyond.
Multiple market forces and inflationary pressures will put
upward pressure on the cost to operate a fleet.
Shift to battery-electric vehicles will continue in earnest. OEMs
will most likely sell out entire EV product for the next several
years.
Ongoing trend to longer vehicle replacement cycles, becoming
more pronounced as more EVs enter the fleet market.
Work from home becomes institutionalized at many companies
as they seek to minimize overhead costs by downsizing to
smaller offices.
Driver distraction continues to be the primary factor causing
preventable accidents.

Long-Term Forecast – 2025-2030
Three Greatest Catalysts to Fleet Change:

• Taxation
• Legislation

Technology

Converging Megatrends:
The Blending of Fleet is the New Reality
• Blending of Consumer Mobility into Fleet
as an Employee Mobility Option
• The Integration of Fleet into the Connected
Vehicle Ecosystem
• Expansion of the Traditional Fleet
Management Model into Multi-Modal
Mobility
• Blending of Fleet & Corporate Travel into
a Single Corporate Entity
• Fleet Becoming a SaaS Function
(SaaS = Software as a Service)

The Shift Away from a Vehicle-Centric Model
When Vehicles are Connected Between
Themselves and the Surrounding
Infrastructure, it will Create a new
Multifaceted Conduit to Provide New
Solutions.
The Work Vehicle will Evolve Beyond a
Transportation and Cargo-Carrying
Tool into a Mobile Connectivity Work
Platform.
Wearable Technology will Give
Employees Web-Enabled Access to
Needed Information and Will Link the
Mobile Worker to the Corporate Office
in Real-Time.
In this New Work Environment, the
Term Fleet Management will only
Capture One Facet of a Broader Mobile
Worker Strategy.

Next Gen Employees to Prefer Virtual Meetings
vs. Face-to-Face Meetings
• If you want to know the mindset of fleet professionals
15 to 20 years from now, look at today’s teenagers
who then will be in their mid- to late-30s.
• The next generation of managers will all be digital natives,
who grew up with the Web and forged personal relationships using
social media and electronic communications.
• The collective mindset of an entire generation will change the way they
conduct business, communicate among themselves, and interact in sellerbuyer relationships.
• As corporate generational demographics change, there will be a growing
personal preference to communicate remotely versus driving in a vehicle to
a specific location for a face-to-face meeting, in which the drive itself takes
longer than the meeting.

Thank You!
Questions?

